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The Opening Formula of Lycian
Funerary Inscriptions: m̃eti vs. m̃ene*
Alwin Kloekhorst, Leiden University

In his A Dictionary of the Lycian Language, Melchert1
cites the acc.sg.c. form of the enclitic personal pronoun
of 3sg. as =e˜ and =e˜ne,2 as if having two allomorphs. Both
forms occur, for instance, in the well-known formula
with which a third of the Lycian inscriptions begin:

TL 11 ebe˜ñne˜ prñnawã : m=̃e=ti prñnawate˜ : ddapssm̃ma

=e˜:3

TL 37 ebe˜ñne˜ : χu|pã : m=̃ene pr|ñnawate˜ : me|de

TL 3

ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã : m=̃e=ti prñnawate˜ : te|wineze˜i
‘The tomb belonging to this (monument),
Tewineze˜i built it.’

4

*In this article, Lycian inscriptions are transliterated according
to the standard transliteration. Line breaks are indicated by |. In syn
tactic analyses neither line breaks nor word dividers (:) are indicated.
TL stands for texts published by Ernst Kalinka, Tituli Lyciae, lingua
lycia conscripti, Tituli Asiae Minoris 1, (Vienna, 1901), and N for
texts published by Günter Neumann, Neufunde lykischer Inschriften
seit 1901 (Wien, 1979).
1
Craig Melchert, A Dictionary of the Lycian Language (Ann
Arbor, 2004), 19–20.
2
With =ene as a graphic variant, according to the principle that
before -n- the graphemes <e> and <e˜> vary freely; see Alwin Kloek
horst, “Studies in Lycian and Carian Phonology and Morphology,”
Kadmos 47 (2008), 121.
3
For the fact that instead of me˜ti we also find meti, which must be
regarded as a denasalized variant of me˜ti, see Andrew Garrett, “Topics
in Lycian Syntax,” Historische Sprachforschung 105 (1992): 202–203.
4
For the translation of ebe˜ñne˜ as ‘belonging to this (monument)’
or ‘appertaining,’ see Kloekhorst, “Studies in Lycian,” 132–37.

‘The building belonging to this (monument),
Ddapssm̃ma built it.’

=e˜ne:

‘The tomb belonging to this (monument), Mede
built it.’
TL 53 ebe˜ñne˜ : prñnawu : m=̃ene | prñnawate˜ hanadaza
‘The building belonging to this (monument), Ha
nadaza built it.’

These formulae are characterized by left-dislocation
of the objects ebe˜ ñne˜ χupã and ebe˜ ñne˜ prñnawã,
followed by the sentence-initial particle me to which
the resumptive clitic pronouns are attached.
There are some problems regarding this interpre
tation. Apart from the fact that it is a priori quite
awkward to assume that the acc.sg.c. of the enclitic
pronoun has two different forms (=e˜ and =e˜ne) having
the same function and meaning without any distribu
tion (be it semantic, phonological, or chronological),
in this case the variation between the two alleged al
lomorphs is not as free as usually stated. When the ele
ment =ti—which is commonly regarded as a reflexive
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particle—is used in the formula as well, we only find
=e˜ and never =e˜ne. When the element =ti is not used,
we only find =e˜ne and never =e˜.
Thus, the formula only shows these two forms:
ebe˜ñne˜ χupã me˜ti prñnawate˜ PN
ebe˜ñne˜ χupã me˜ne prñnawate˜ PN
but never these two forms:
**ebe˜ñne˜ χupã me˜ prñnawate˜ PN
**ebe˜ñne˜ χupã me˜neti prñnawate˜ PN
This distribution requires an explanation,5 and in the
following I will therefore look more closely into the
use of the particle chains me˜ti and me˜ne.
m̃eti
The particle chain me˜ti is usually morphologically ana
lyzed as consisting of the conjunction me followed by
the acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun =e˜ and a reflexive parti
cle =ti ‘for himself’ (vel sim.). First, it should be noted
that the citation of acc.sg.c. =e˜ is not fully correct. In
TL 126, prddewãti : prñnawa[te], which Melchert6
analyzes as the sentence-initial chain prddewa (nom.
sg.c.) + =˜ (acc.sg.c.) + =ti (reflexive) and which, ac
cording to this analysis, should be translated ‘Prddewa
built it for himself,’ we see that the acc.sg.c. enclitic
pronoun is not =e˜, but rather, it consists only of the
nasalization. It may therefore be better to analyze
me˜ti, which phonologically stands for /menti/,7 on a
morphological level as |me=n=ti|.8
Philo H. J. Houwink ten Cate, The Luwian Population Groups
of Lycia and Cilicia Aspera during the Hellenistic Period (Leiden,
1961), 18–19, states that the variant =e˜ne represents an original
*=en plus a prop‑vowel -e, “since without it the final n would be
discarded after a vowel” (followed by Melchert, Dictionary of the
Lycian Language, 200). This would then explain why the propvowel is not found in me˜ti, since here the element =e˜ is not found
in final position. Apart from the fact that a final -n would not be
discarded after a word-final -e (which would just yield nasalization,
-e˜), we do find cases of the variant =e˜ in final position; for example,
in TL 52 ebe˜ñ[n]e˜ : χupã : me˜n(e)=ade˜ : krehe˜nube : s̃e pijete˜ wazijeje
| se(j)=e˜ni ‘The appertaining tomb, Krehe˜nube made it, and gave it
to Wazije and (his) mother,’ the =e˜ in s=e˜ is word-final but is never
theless not followed by a prop-vowel.
6
Melchert, Dictionary of the Lycian Language, 19.
7
Cf. Kloekhorst, “Studies in Lycian” for a treatment of the pho
nology of Lycian.
8
In n. 21 we will come across a form upazije˜ne, which will be
analyzed as upazi + acc.sg.c. |=en| + =e, showing a form |=en|. I
regard this as a later variant of original |=n|, probably on the analogy
of the enclitic nom.sg.c. |=e| and nom.-acc.sg.n. |=ede|.
5

The element =ti is usually interpreted as a reflex
ive particle, compared etymologically with Luw. =di
(refl.) and Hitt. =z (refl.).9 Yet, I have doubts whether
this interpretation can be correct. From examples like:
TL 86 ebe˜ñne˜ : prñnawã : me˜ti prñnawate˜ : erimñnaha : | semuteh : tideimi : hrppi : atli : ehbi : se(j)=e˜ni
: ehbi ‘The building belonging to this (monument),
Erimñnaha, son of Semute, built it for himself and
his mother,’ it is clear that the element =ti cannot
have the lexical meaning ‘for himself,’ because this
is already expressed by hrppi : atli : ehbi. One could
argue that =ti then must have a reflexive meaning,
more or less grammaticalized in order to signal the
self-beneficial action of the construction of the grave
building. Yet, for example, in TL 87 ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã :
meti | pr[ñ]nawate˜ : apñnãtama | hrppi : ladi : e[h]
bi : se tide|imi ‘The tomb belonging to this (monu
ment), Apñnãtama built it for his wife and children,’
the building of the tomb was not self-beneficial (it
was built for Apñnãtama’s wife and children, but not
for himself), but still we find the element =ti. On the
contrary, in TL 37 ebe˜ñne˜ : χu|pã : me˜ne pr|ñnawate˜ :
me|de : epñne˜ ni | ehbi : hm̃prã|ma : se(j)=atli ‘The
tomb belonging to this (monument), Mede built it
for his younger brother Hmm̃prãma and for himself,’
where the building clearly was self-beneficial, we do
not find =ti. One could perhaps argue that although
=ti historically was a reflexive, it lost its semantic value
and has become fully grammaticalized. If this were the
case, I would expect to find =ti with every example
of the verbs that use it. As we have seen, this is not
what we find: the verb prñnawa- can be used with or
without =ti with no detectable difference in meaning.
I therefore see no semantic or grammatical reasons
to interpret the element =ti as a reflexive. This view
was also advocated by Borchhardt et al., who state that
This goes back to Emmanuel Laroche, “Comparaison du lou
vite et du lycien,” Bulletin de la Société de Linguistique de Paris 53
(1957–58), 171–72; cf. Melchert, Dictionary of the Lycian Language, 65 and Günter Neumann, Glossar des Lykischen: Überarbeitet
und zum Druck gebracht von Johann Tischler, Dresdner Beiträge
zur Hethitologie 21 (Wiesbaden, 2007), 356–57. Note that the
single spelling of -t- in CLuw. =ti and the rhotacism of HLuw. =ti /
=ri shows that the Luwian reflexive in fact was /=di/, namely, it
contains a lenis /d/, with which it differs from Lycian =ti, which
contains a fortis /t/. The hypothesis that in this case Lycian would
correspond to Hittite—which has the reflexive =z that goes back
to *=ti containing a fortis /t/ as well—rather than to Luwian is
already a priori less attractive.
9
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

they find it better to interpret =ti here as the nom.sg.c.
of the relative pronoun ti- < *kwi- ‘who.’10 A sentence
like TL 48 ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã : me˜ti : prñ|nawate˜ : padrãma
should then be translated as: ‘The tomb belonging
to this (monument), (the one) who built it (is) Pa
drãma.’ According to Borchhardt et al., the reason for
using this construction is “Hervorhebung des Sub
jektsworts, das den Graberbauer bezeichnet, durch die
Einbettung in eine Relativsatzkonstruktion.”
This interpretation seems fully convincing to me.
It is interesting to see that if we apply this idea to
a syntactical analysis of these sentences, we arrive at
the structure shown in figure 1. It seems that me˜ti
prñnawate˜ must be regarded as the core sentence,
and not only has the object of the sentence been leftdislocated and is referred to by an enclitic pronoun,
but also, the subject of the sentence has been dislo
cated out of the sentence, namely to the right of it,
10
Jürgen Borchhardt et al., “Archäologisch-sprachwissenschaftli
ches Corpus der Denkmäler mit lykischer Schrift,” Anzeiger der philosophisch-historischen Klasse 134.2 (1997–99), 62–63. They even
go so far as to state that all cases where =ti has been interpreted as a
reflexive should instead be regarded as containing the relative pro
noun ti-, “wonach das anatolische Reflexivum im Lykischen völlig
unbelegt bleibt: es könnte sogar überhaupt ausgestorben sein.”

and is referred to by a relative pronoun. Literally, the
sentence can now be translated:
‘The appertaining tomb, well, it, (the one) who built
it,11 (is) Padrãma.’

It is interesting to note that this structure dif
fers from normal preposed relative clauses12 like the
one found in TL 102 (fig. 2), where the resumptive
clause is introduced by the conjunction me to which
the nom.pl.c. form13 of the enclitic pronoun =e- is at
tached. Similarly in TL 56 (fig. 3), where we find me
to which the acc.sg.c. form of the enclitic pronoun is
attached. As will be explained in detail below, the par
ticle chain mene in fact consists of the conjunction me

11
The translation ‘it’ is used to render the verb’s nasalization,
prñnawate˜, for which Andrew Garrett (“The Lycian Nasalized Pret
erite,” Münchner Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft 52 [1991], 15–26)
showed that it historically must be identical with the acc.sg.c. en
clitic pronoun |=n|.
12
Cf. especially Roberto Gusmani, “Zur Frage des lykischen
Relativpronomen,” Indogermanische Forschungen 67 (1962) and
Andrew Garrett, “Relative Clause Syntax in Lycian and Hittite,”
Die Sprache 36 (1994) for relative clauses in Lycian.
13
Cf. the treatment of TL 6 below for the existence of nom.
pl.c. =e.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

+ resumptive enclitic acc.sg.c. =n + proleptic enclitic
nom.sg.c. =e.
The difference between the two constructions is
that in the latter two examples, (in the constructions
where the resumptive clause contains the conjunction
me), the relative clause is indeterminate, which means
the relative pronoun can be translated as ‘who(ever),’
whereas in the former example (the construction
where the resumptive clause does not contain any
conjunction), the relative clause is determinate, which
means the relative pronoun can be translated as ‘(the
one) who.’
Because of the absence of a sentence conjunction in
the construction me˜ti prñnawate˜ padrãma ‘(the one)
who built it is Padrãma,’ we are effectively dealing with
an embedded relative clause, and the relative clause
me˜ti prñnawate˜ can be interpreted as functioning as
the subject of the (nominal) sentence X . . . padrãma
‘X is Padrãma’.14 Constructions of this pattern, ‘The
one who X is Y,’ are also called pseudo-clefts, which
constitute a variant of clefts (‘It is X who Y’), which
we will see below as well.15
m̃ene
The particle chain me˜ ne is usually interpreted as
consisting of the conjunction me followed by the acc.
14
Compare Philomena Probert, “Clause Boundaries in Old
Hittite Relative Sentences,” Transactions of the Philological Society
104 (2006), 17–83, who pointed out the existence of embedded
relative clauses in Old Hittite, which indicates that such a syntactic
construction could go back to Proto-Anatolian.
15
For both cleft and pseudo-cleft constructions, see Peter C. Col
lins, Cleft and Pseudo-Cleft Constructions in English (London, 1991).

sg.c. enclitic pronoun =e˜ne, the longer variant of =e˜. As
mentioned above, it is unlikely that one grammatical
form has two formal variants, and I therefore propose
a new analysis. The word me˜ne should be phonologi
cally interpreted as /mene/. In view of the fact that
me˜ti is morphologically analyzed as |me=n=ti|, I would
then morphologically analyze me˜ ne as |me=n=e|,
containing the enclitic pronoun |=n| and an element
|=e|. Since the chains |me=n=ti| and |me=n=e| occur
in similar formulae, the elements |=ti| and |=e| must
be grammatically and functionally equivalent.
As we have seen, sentences containing me˜ti must in
my view be analyzed as shown in figure 4. If we apply
this analysis to sentences that use me˜ne, we arrive at
the scheme shown in figure 5. It seems to me that in
these sentences we are also dealing with two dislo
cations, namely left-dislocation of the object, which
is referred to by the resumptive pronoun |=n|, and
right-dislocation of the subject, in this case Xakbija,
which is proleptically referred to by the element |=e|.
In my view, the element |=e| must be identified as the
nom.sg.c. form of the enclitic personal pronoun =e-.
This nom.sg.c. form, =e, is also attested in TL 100 ebe
χupa m=e tibeija ‘This grave, it is Tibeian.’16 It is true
that the personal pronoun =e- usually has a resumptive
function, referring back to someone or something al
ready mentioned (as |=n| refers back to ebeñne˜ χupã),
but a proleptic use of it is known as well.17 Therefore,
a literal translation of TL 80 would be:
See Andrew Garrett, “Topics in Lycian Syntax,” 204.
See Philo H. J. Houwink ten Cate, Luwian Population Groups,
66. An example is TL 84 ebe˜ñne˜ : prñnawã : meti : prñnawate˜ :
16
17
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‘The appertaining tomb, well, it, he built it, (namely)
Xakbija.’

I am aware that the use of an enclitic pronoun to
express the subject of a transitive verb is systemati
cally absent in the other Anatolian languages18, but
this does not necessarily mean that this should be the
case in Lycian as well. The syntactic rules regarding
sentence-initial particles and enclitic pronouns are lan
guage specific, and each language may show its own
innovations vis-à-vis the inherited Proto-Anatolian
syntactic system.19
Function
The question now arises: Why do these two construc
tions exist? I think the answer lies in different ways of
emphasizing. The neutral variant of the formula ‘X
built Y’ can be found in TL 40a = TL 40b:
mizretije : murãzah : tuhes : mluhidaza : surezi | hrppi atli : ehbi
: se ladi : se tideime : ehbije : s=ed=ade˜ : atli : hrzze˜ [i]spazije˜ ‘The
appertaining building, he who built it is Mizretije, the nephew of
Murãza, the mluhidaza of Sura, for himself, for his wife, and for his
children. And for himself he made it, the upper bench.’ The nom.acc.sg.n. pronoun =ed(e) proleptically refers to hrzze˜ [i]spazije˜ ‘the
upper bench.’ Proleptic use of enclitic pronouns is also attested in
CLuwian (cf. Emmanuel Laroche, Dictionnaire de la langue louvite
[Paris, 1959], 145), for example, KUB 35.54 iii (26) [a=](a)ta
ḫa-la-a-al a-aš-du za-a [p]ár-na-an-za ‘May it be pure, this house,’
where nom.-acc.sg.n. =ata proleptically refers to zā parnanza. This
phenomenon occurs also in Hittite, albeit originally only in texts
translated from other languages: KUB 17.10 i (28) Ú-UL=wa-r=aan ú-e-mi-ia-nu-un dTe-li-pí-nu-un (29) nạ -ak-ki-in DINGIRLAM
‘I did not find him, Telipinu, the noble god,’ where acc.sg.c. =an
proleptically refers to dTelipinun nakkin DINGIRLAM; KBo 39.8 iv
(15–16) tu-wa-ar-na-at-ta-ru=wa‑r=a-at | ḫu-u-ma-an-da u[dd]a-a-ar ḫu-ur-da-a-uš-š=a ‘May they be broken, all the words and
curses!’ where nom.-acc.pl.n. =at proleptically refers to ḫūmanda
uddār ḫurdāušš=a (both examples from Andrej V. Sideltsev, “Pro
leptic Pronouns in Middle Hittite,” to appear in the Proceedings
of the 53rd Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale [MoscowSt. Petersburg]).
18
The so-called Watkins-Garrett Law. See Andrew Garrett,
“Hittite Enclitic Subjects and Transitive Verbs,” Journal of Cuneiform Studies 42 (1990), 227–42.
19
As we saw in footnote 17, the proleptic use of enclitic pro
nouns is not original in Hittite, but arose due to the influence of
other languages (Sideltsev, “Proleptic Pronouns”), and we therefore
may assume that it was not original in Proto-Anatolian either. Nev
ertheless, Luwian and Lycian both demonstrate this proleptic use,
and this must therefore be regarded as a Luwic innovation vis-à-vis
Proto-Anatolian (whether this innovation was triggered by foreign
language influence as well is not important in this case).
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pajawa : manaχine : prñnawate : prñnawã : ebe˜ñne˜
‘Pajawa, the manaχine, built the appertaining building.’

Note that the word order is SVO in this sentence,
which is the normal word order in Lycian.20
If the builder wants to stress his own name, he can
use a construction with the relative pronoun ti-:
TL 99 purihimeti=ti : prñnawate : masasah : tideimi | χupã
:: ebe˜ñne˜
‘(It is) Purihimeti, the son of Masasa, who built the
appertaining tomb.’21

20
Contra Garrett, “Relative Clause Syntax,” 31–32, who claims
that VSO is the basic word order in Lycian. Both his examples of
VS(O) contain the proleptic enclitic pronominal nom.sg.c. form =e
and are therefore in fact SV(O):

TL 75 me˜ ne (me=n=e) | tubidi : q[l]a[(j)]=eb[i s]e malija : se
t[asa] : miñtaha
‘It will strike him, the local precinct (authority) and Malija
and the oaths of the miñti.’
TL 143 s=e pij[ete :] mlã:ñnazi : ebe˜ñne˜ : ñtatu : pttlezeje : | se ladi
e[h]bi mam̃mahaje : kbatri : ehbi : se tideime: ehbije
‘He gave, Mlãñnazi, the appertaining chamber to Pttleze
and his wife Mam̃maha and to his daughter and his sons.’
21
A similar construction can be found in:
TL 29 ikuwe=ti : prñnawate : ipresidah : tideimi : [....]pe[h] | tuhes
: ñtatu : atli : se ladi : ehbi : tuhesi
‘(It is) Ikuwe, the son of Ipresida, nephew of [....]pe,
who built the burial chamber, for himself, his wife and his
nephew.’
Based on the following two examples (albeit that the second is
rather broken), we must conclude that if the object is not overtly
expressed, an enclitic acc.sg.c. is attached to the first word:
TL 95 [..]eburehije˜=ti : prñ[n]awate [..]i [..]l [. tide]imi [.....]addeh tuhes | hrpp(i)=e˜ni : ehbi : se tuhe ehbije
‘(It is) [..]eburehije, son of [....] and nephew of [....]adde,
who built it for his mother and his nephews.’
TL 126 prddewã=ti : prñnawa[te] : zãnaza : serm̃maij[...]
‘(It is) Prddewa, the zãnaza, [son of] Serm̃maij[..], who
built it [....].’
In these inscriptions, the nasalization of [..]eburehije˜ =ti and
prddewã=ti must represent the acc.sg.c. |=n|. The same analysis
may then be applied for the following inscriptions, although in
these the nasalization is not expressed—on the one hand because
high vowels do not show nasalization, and on the other, because
nasalization can be lost before -t-:
TL 62 unuwe˜mi=ti prñnawate | purihimrbbeseh tideimi | hrppi :
ladi se tideime
‘(It is) Unuwe˜mi, the son of Purihimrbbese, who built it
for (his) wife and children.’
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Note that this is a cleft construction, that is, it contains
the pattern ‘It is X who Y.’ Therewith it differs from
normal postposed relative sentences, where the rela
tive pronoun ti follows the verb.22
Since the inscriptions are inscribed onto the grave
monuments to which the χupa-s, prñnawa‑s, etc. be
long, it is logical that these are usually emphasized.
This is done by dislocating these words, the objects
of the sentences, to the left, using a construction with
TL 98 pizzi=ti : prñnawate : ddepñneweh : tideimi : hrppi | ladi :
ehbi : se tideime
‘(It is) Pizzi, son of Ddepñnewe, who built it for his wife
and children.’
TL 116 [....]ziχle=ti prñnawate piχm̃mah | tideimi χelijãnaχssah
prñnezij [ehi]

the conjunction me. This apparently inherently causes
right-dislocation of the subject as well as nasalization
of the verb23:
TL 80 ebeñne˜ χupã
lit.

‘(It is) St[.]maha, son of Epñχuχa, who built it for (his)
ani[....], and nephews, and muneite, and grandchildren’
TL 131 [.....]a=ti[ : pr]ñnawate : hrppi ladi : ehbi
‘(It is) [.....]a who built it for his wife.’
All these inscriptions then represent the structure S +|=n| +|=ti| V,
which is the variant without overtly expressed object of the cleft
construction S + |=ti| V O. If this is correct, then the following
two inscriptions may represent a similar variant of the non-cleft
construction:
TL 31 upazije˜ne : prñnawate | hrppi : prñnezi : ehbi
‘Upazi built it for his household.’
TL 133 χñtlapãne : prñnawate : perikleh : mahinaza : epñtibazah |
tideimi
‘Xñtlapa, the mahinaza of Perikle, son of Epñtibaza, built it.’
These sentences, where the object is not overtly expressed, seem
to show the structure S+ |=n| + |=e| V (with upazije˜ne = upazi +
|=en| + |=e|, cf. footnote 8) as opposed to the construction S V
O (TL 40a/b pajawa : manaχine : prñnawate : prñnawã : ebe˜ñne˜
‘Pajawa, the manaχine, built the appertaining building’) where the
object is overtly expressed. Apparently, the use of the enclitic acc.
sg.c. |=n| required the use of nom.sg.c. |=e| as well. Since at least
TL 133 can be dated as a relatively late inscription (it mentions the
dynast Perikle, who ruled Lycia from ca. 380–362 b.c.), we might
be dealing here with a later development comparable to the one
seen in TL 7 and TL 8, below (cf. footnote 28).
22
Cf. Gusmani, “Zur Frage,” 159–76, and Garrett, “Relative
Clause Syntax,” 29–69 for relative clauses such as:
TL 150 ebeli : m=e sije˜ni : χsse˜ñzija : | χñtlapah : tideimi : mutleh :
| prñnezijehi : prñnawate=ti : | ñtatã : atli : ehbi
‘Here, he lies, Xsse˜ ñzija, the son of Xñtlapa, the house
hold-member of Mutle, who built the burial chamber for
himself.’

χakbija

‘The appertaining tomb, well, it, he built it, (namely)
Xakbija.’
‘The appertaining tomb was built by Xakbija.’

If the builder now wants to stress his own name, this
can again be done by using the relative pronoun ti-,
creating a pseudo-cleft:
TL 48 ebe˜ñne˜ χupã
lit.

me=n=ti prñnawate˜

padrãma

‘The appertaining tomb, well, it, (the one) who
built it, (is) Padrãma.’

‘(It is) [...]ziχle, son of Piχm̃ma, household member of
Xelijãnaχssa, who built it.’
TL 127 st[.]maha=t[i prñ]nawate : epñχuχa tideimi hrppi |
ani[......]e se tuhe se muneite se [χ]ahbe

me=n=e prñnawate˜

‘The appertaining tomb, it is Padrãma who built it.’

Conclusion
As we have seen, the particle chains me˜ne and me˜ti as
found in the well-known formulae ebe˜ñne˜ χupã me˜ne
prñnawate˜ PN and ebe˜ñne˜ χupã me˜ti prñnawate˜ PN
cannot be regarded as functionally identical, the for
mer consisting of me and the “long” acc.sg.c. enclitic
pronoun =e˜ne and the latter consisting of me and the
“short” acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun =e˜ , to which the
optional reflexive particle =ti is attached. Instead,
me˜ne must be morphologically analyzed as |me=n=e|,
where the acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun |=n| resumptively
refers to the left-dislocated object (ebe˜ñne˜ χupã) and
the nom.sg.c. enclitic pronoun |=e| proleptically refers
to the right-dislocated subject (PN). The chain me˜ti
must be morphologically analyzed as |me=n=ti|, where
the acc.sg.c. enclitic pronoun |=n| resumptively refers
to the left-dislocated object (ebe˜ ñne˜ χupã) and the
nom.sg.c. relative pronoun |=ti| refers to the rightdislocated subject (PN). The sentences with me˜ne
must be regarded as semantically neutral (apart from
the fact that the object has been topicalized), whereas
the sentences with me˜ti must be regarded as sentences
in which, apart from the topicalization of the object
(namely the grave monument that has been built), the
subject (namely the builder of the grave monument)
is emphasized as well by embedding it into a relative
sentence.
23

On which see Garrett, “Lycian Nasalized Preterite,” 15–26.
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Excursus 1. m̃ene (and s̃ene) in other contexts
The element =e that we now have identified in the
sequence me˜ ne does not only proleptically refer to
singular subjects, but in TL 6 also to a plural subject
(note the use of 3pl. prñnawãte˜ ); see fig. 6. More
over, we find the sequence me˜ne, as well as se˜ne, also
in contexts other than the opening formula of the

Figure 6

Figure 7—(continued on next page.)

funerary inscriptions. In most of these, an analysis as
me or se + acc.sg.c. =n + nom.sg.c. or nom.pl.c. =e
works perfectly as well, for instance in the cursing
formulae shown in figure 7. We see that in all these
inscriptions the deities or institutions that will perform
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Figure 7—(continued from previous page.)

the destroying or striking are right-dislocated and pro
leptically referred to by the enclitic pronoun =e.
There is a group of inscriptions, however, where in
the cursing formula the enclitic nom.sg.c./nom.pl.c.
=e seems to be superfluous because the subject does
not seem to be right-dislocated. Consider for instance:
TL 95 . . . me˜ne itlehi qañt[i] trm̃mili h[u]we[dri]
‘. . . , him, all the Lycian league will destroy.’

The word itlehi ‘league’ precedes the verb qãñt[i] ‘will
destroy,’ and therewith does not seem to be right-dis
located, which would make the presence of the enclitic
pronoun =e in me˜ne superfluous and therewith could
be used as an argument against my interpretation of
me˜ne as |me=n=e|. Yet, it is remarkable that itlehi is
only the first member of the word group itlehi trm̃mili
huwedri ‘all the Lycian league’ that constitutes the
subject of the verb, and that the other two words,
trm̃mili huwedri, follow the verb. In fact, this is the
case in all inscriptions where we at first seem not to
be dealing with right-dislocation:
TL 84 . . . mene qla [q]a[s]tt(i)=ebi surezi
‘. . . , him, the local precinct (authority) of Sura will
destroy.’
TL 84 . . . mene pdde˜ qla sm̃mati ebi surezi

‘. . . , him, the local precinct (authority) of Sura will
put to place.’
TL 88 . . . mene itlehi tubeiti trm̃mili huwedri se trqqas se
mãhãi huwedri
‘. . . , him, all the Lycian league and the Weathergod
and all the gods will strike.’
TL 89 . . . me˜ne i[t]lehi qãti trm̃mili
‘. . . , him, the Lycian league will destroy.’
TL 90 . . . me[n]e itlehi qãñti trm̃mili
‘. . . , him, the Lycian league will destroy.’
TL 95 . . . me˜ne itlehi qañt[i] trm̃mili h[u]we[dri]
‘. . . , him, all the Lycian league will destroy.’
TL 101 ... mene mã[h]ãi tubeiti wed[re˜ñ]ni
‘. . . , him, the gods of Rhodiapolis will strike.’
TL 134 ... sene perepñ itlehi qãñti trm̃mili
‘. . . , him, furthermore, the Lycean league will
destroy.’
TL 135 ... sene teseti tubeiti trm̃mili s[e ma]r[az]i[ja]
miñt[ah]a
‘. . . , him, the Lycian oath-gods and the court of
the Miñti will strike.’
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TL 149 ... se˜ne tese˜ti qãñti trm̃milije˜ti
‘. . . , him, the Lycian oath-gods will destroy.’
N306 . . . sene itlehi qãñti trm̃mili huwedri
‘. . . , him, all the Lycian league will destroy.’
N309d . . . sene itlehi qãñ[ti] trm̃mili huw[edri]
‘. . . , him, all the Lycian league will destroy.’
N317 [... me]ne mãhãi tubeiti sum[...]ãi
‘. . . , him, the sum[...]a gods will strike.’

Whatever be the reason underlying this remarkable
fronting of only the first of the group of words that
constitute the subject, it seems to me it is a phenom
enon that requires a separate explanation and does not
have any bearing on my interpretation of me˜ne and
se˜ne as |Ce=n=e|.24
There is also a group of inscriptions that use me˜ ne
where the =e does not seem to refer to an overtly
expressed right-dislocated subject:
TL 88 se ˜eke lati ddaqasa | mene ñtepi tãti ñtipa tezi se ladã
ehbi
‘and when he dies, Ddaqasa, him they will place
inside, in the sarcophagus, and his wife.’
TL 94 ebe˜ñne˜ : prñna[w]ã : meti : prñnawate˜ : hurttuw[e]ti
: hrppi ladi : ehbi : me[n]e ñtepi tãti hrzzi : prñnawi
: se ladã : | ehbi : se haχãnã

24
Two more examples are the following, where, to be sure,
trqqas does not carry any modifiers and therefore seems to really not
be right-dislocated, but where the full subject consists of [trqq]as
se malija hriχuwama and trqas se muhãi huwedri, respectively, and
which I therefore still regard as showing the same phenomenon,
namely the fronting of only the first of the group of words that
constitutes the subject of the verb:

TL 80 . . . mene [trqq]as tubidi se malija hriχuwama
‘. . . , him, the Weathergod and the super-intending(?)
Malija will strike.’
TL 93 . . . me˜ne trqas tubidi se muhãi huwedri
‘. . . , him, the Weathergod and all the gods will strike.’
A similar fronting seems to be found in the following inscription,
where instead of me˜ne we find me˜ti (although here it is denasal
ized to meti):
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‘The appertaining building, it was Hurttuweti who
built it for his wife, and him they will place inside,
in the upper chamber, and his wife and Haχãna.’
TL 102 ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã : me˜ti prñnawate˜ : sχχutrazi m̃ene :
ñtepi te˜ti : sχχutrazi : se ladu : ehbi | se tideimis : ehbis
‘The appertaining tomb, it was Sχχutrazi who built
it, and him they will place inside, Sχχutrazi and his
wife and his children.’
TL 112 me : ñke : lat[i] : mñnuhe : mene ñtep[i] | tãti
‘And when he dies, Mñnuhe, him they will place
inside.’
N306 ebe˜ñ[n]e˜ : prñnaw[ã] : me˜ti prñnawate˜ : piñteusi :
tewinaza : idazzalah : tideimi : hrppi : ladi : | ehbi : se
tideime : ehbije : [m]ene : ñtepi tãti : hrzzi : prñnawi
: piñteusi : se ladã : ehbi
‘The appertaining building, it was Piñteusi, the tewinaza, son of Idazzala, who built it for his wife and
his children, and him they will place inside, in the
upper building, Piñteusi and his wife.’
N309b ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã : me˜ti prñnawate˜ : ddepñnewe : hrppi
: ladi | ehbi : χatm̃maje : mene ñtepi tãti : χatm̃mã
: se sidi : | ehbi : kbije˜tezi : huzete˜i
‘The appertaining tomb, it was Ddepñnewe who
built it for his wife Xatm̃ma, and her they will place
inside, Xatm̃ma and her son-in-law(?) Huzete˜i of
Tyinda(?).’
N317 ebe˜ ñne˜ : χupã mene : prñn[awãte˜ :] zuwiqeli : se
[. . . .]|ehi lada ehbi : se h[. . . . . . .]e mene ñtepi
tãt[i . . .] | ˜eni : ehbi
‘The appertaining tomb, Zuwiqeli and [ ... ] built it
[for . . . .] his wife and H[. . . .], and him they will
place inside, [. . . . . (and)] his mother.’

In all these inscriptions the verb is ñtepi ta- ‘to place
inside.’ As we see, the enclitic acc.sg.c. pronoun |=n|
refers to the overtly expressed objects that are to be
placed inside,25 but the enclitic pronoun =e does not
have an overtly expressed counterpart. In my view,
25
In not all cases where we find this construction is an enclitic
acc.sg.c. pronoun used, for example:

TL 110 ep[ñt]e=me=i tadi me tise tise prñnawati met(i)=e˜ni qanuweti qla[h]i eb[ij]ehi

TL 101 ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã : meti : prñnawate˜ : za[h]ama : ddawãpartah
| tideimi : me ñtepi tãti : za[h]ãmã : se : ladã : se : tideimis
: ehbi[s]

‘Furthermore, if (someone) places (or) builds anything in
there, (the one) who will cause him to be destroyed (will
be) the mother of the local precinct.’

‘The appertaining tomb, it is Zahama, son of Ddawãparta,
who built it, and inside they will place Zahãma and (his)
wife and his children.’
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this could be because we are dealing with impersonal
expressions here.
Two problematic cases remain, however:

a resumptive accusative enclitic a proleptic nominative
enclitic had to be used as well.26

TL 7 ebe˜ ñne˜ : χupã : mene prñnawate˜ | trije˜ [tezi] : sene
pijet[e˜] | ladi : eh[b]i se tideime

Excursus 2. =i vs. =ije

‘The appertaining tomb, he built it, Trije˜ tezi, and
gave it to his wife and children.’
TL 8

ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã mene prñnawate˜ : | trije˜tezi : sene pijete˜
| ne˜ne : ehbije : se tuhe
‘The appertaining tomb, he built it, Trije˜ tezi, and
gave it to his brothers and nephews.’

Although in the first sentence of both inscriptions
the name of the builder, Trije˜tezi, is right-dislocated,
and therefore the use of mene is justified, in the sec
ond sentence the name is not right-dislocated, which
makes the presence of sene awkward—especially if we
compare the following inscription where a similar con
struction can be found:
TL 52 ebe˜ñ[n]e˜ : χupã : me˜n(e) ade˜ : krehe˜nube : sẽ pijete˜
wazijeje | se(j) ˜eni
‘The appertaining tomb, he made it, Krehe˜nube,
and gave it to Wazije and (his) mother.’

Here we only find se˜, which indeed contains the en
clitic acc.sg.c. |=n|, referring to ebe˜ ñ[n]e˜ χupã, but
not the nom.sg.c. =e, since the subject is not overtly
expressed in right-dislocation. In my view, the latter
inscription shows the ‘correct’ construction, whereas
in the former two, either the sene is copied after the
mene of the first sentence, or it is the result of a later
development due to which in every sentence that bore
TL 110 ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã : me˜ti : prñnawate˜ : medemudi : | se lada :
ehbi : me ñtepi tãti : km̃mis
‘The appertaining tomb, it is Medemudi and his wife who
built it, and inside they will place both.’
TL 57 hrzzi prñnawi : mei : ñtepi tãti | id[ãm]aχzzã : se l [adã
ehbi]
‘In the upper building, inside it they will place Idãmaχzza
and his wife.’
TL 145 [ebe˜ñne˜ : χupã : m]eti [p]rñnawate˜ hla : ñterubila : | [hrppi
ladi ehbi] se tideimi mei ñtepi tãti : hlã se lad[ã] | [se
tideimi]
‘The appertaining tomb, it is Hla, the ñterubila, who built
it for his wife and child, and inside it they will place Hla
and (his) wife and child.’

Although this is not the place to discuss in full depth
the difference between enclitic =i and =ije, I would like
to make a few remarks. Melchert27 cites the following
forms: =i1 ‘for/to him, her’; =i2 ‘therein, thereon’;
and =ije ‘therein, thereon; on him/her,’ stating that
=i2 and =ije are allomorphs. Neumann28 cites =i as the
dat.-loc.sg. and =ije as the dat.-loc.pl. of the enclitic
pronoun =e-. Since the concept of allomorphy is, as
we saw above as well, not fully satisfactory, Neumann’s
division between a singular =i and a plural =ije is at first
sight attractive. Nevertheless, there are places where
a singular interpretation of =ije seems obligatory, as
he himself observed.
One of the seeming exceptions may be interpreted
along the line of me˜ne vs. me˜ti, however. The sentence
TL 49 ebehi : isbazi : me!ije sije˜ni : padrñma29 is usu
ally translated ‘On the bench of this (monument),
thereupon lies Padrñma.’ It looks as if =ije refers to
ebehi isbazi ‘the bench of this (monument),’ which
is a singular noun in the dative-locative. This would
show that =ije itself must be singular as well. A similar
sentence is TL 106 ebehi χupa : meiti sije˜ni : sbi:◊:aza
‘in the tomb of this (monument), therein lies Sbi◊aza,’
in which =ti is usually interpreted as a reflexive par
ticle. If we now morphologically interpret meiti as
|me=i=ti|, consisting of the conjunction |me|, the dat.loc.sg. enclitic pronoun |=i|, and the nom.sg.c. rela
tive pronoun |=ti|, and if we morphologically interpret
meije, which must phonologically represent /meie/,
as |me=i=e|, consisting of |me|, the dat.-loc.sg. enclitic
Which could then be compared to the use of =e in TL 31 and
TL 133 (cf. footnote 21).
27
Melchert, Dictionary of the Lycian Language, 26–28.
28
Neumann, Glossar des Lykischen, 44.
29
Note that the inscription reads miije. Since a sequence -ii- is
not found anywhere else within the Lycian corpus (except in N323,
which also contains the irregular occurrences of an intervocalic
-ñ-, a preconsonantal -n-, and a postconsonantal -j-, and therefore
should not be taken into account) and since in similar contexts we
find meije (e.g., N320, 25 meije=site˜ni=ti : hlm̃mipijata ‘and which
ones among the income-gifts lie therein,’ see Kloekhorst, “Studies
in Lycian and Carian,” 130), it seems justified to me to emend
miije to me!ije.
26
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Figure 8

pronoun |=i|, and the nom.sg.c. enclitic pronoun |=e|,
we arrive at the interpretations in figure 8. Again, we
see that both |=e| and |=ti| proleptically refer to the
right-dislocated subject. It seems to me that TL 49,
the sentence containing meije, must be regarded as the
semantically neutral one (apart from topicalization of
ebehi isbazi) and that TL 106, the sentence containing
meiti, must be regarded as placing emphasis on the
name of the person lying in this grave.

The question whether all instances of enclitic =ije
should now be reinterpreted as =i + =e, eliminating
Melchert’s interpretation of =ije as an allomorph of =i
and Neumann’s interpretation of =ije as the plural vari
ant of singular =i, can only be answered with further
research on the Lycian enclitic particles.

